Jack Terry was born in West Texas as a fourth generation Texan. He began his art career as a young child drawing inspiration from his rancher grandfather and west Texas painting grandmother. With support and encouragement from his parents, Terry pursued his love of painting and by the age of 16 won more than 130 awards. As a graduate of the University of Texas, he studied anatomy and design while displaying his paintings in various galleries throughout the State. Terry's big break came at 26 when he was named Bicentennial Artist of Texas; he had a one-man show in the Texas Capitol Rotunda and was commissioned to paint the late President Lyndon B. Johnson. Generously donated by the Former Texas Rangers Foundation in Fredricksburg, Tx.

Ranger Camp – 1905 245/400 Nicely Framed Value $300.00
Handcrafted Hierloom Hunting Knife Value: $525.00
Weekend of Enjoyment
Das Mueller Haus – Bed and Breakfast
Fredericksburg, Texas

Arrive to a Complimentary Wine Basket at this quaint Bed and Breakfast

3 Days and 2 Nights Stay during *July, August or September.
Accommodates 5 comfortably

1 Queen, 1 Double and 1 Twin
Retail Value $500 (4 persons – 2 nights)
$350 (2 persons – 2 nights)

Weekend Package in the works! Wine!! Theater!! More!!!

Compliments of Noble Jim Miller and Lady Sandy
Value: $700
Montana Silversmith Custom P4K17 Trophy Buckle: A lucky bidder will forever immortalize their or their company’s contribution to the Shriners Children’s Hospitals. What a beautiful piece of P4K and Texecanna!!

Value $Love to the Rescue
Robin Jackson Photography 453 Monsen Drive, Dallas, TX 75224  214-356-4969 robinjacksonphotography@gmail.com
Presents to Shriner’s Children’s Hospitals A Gift Certificate For a Consultation, Portrait Session & 11x14 Family Portrait with an hour of retouching included (Pets welcome!)

IMPORTANT  Only one gift certificate per year per family - no deadline - no cash value. This gift certificate is for item specified and not valid with other promotions. Please contact us so that we can let you know when Robin will be in your area.

Bridal Portrait sessions require minimum purchase.

2x available

Value $500.00 with $100.00 Minimum Bid
Your invited to come fish with Captain Mike Bohac, out of the Port O'Connor/Seadrift area. You'll be fishing the most productive water for trout, redfish, and flounder along the gulf coast. Captain Bohac will make sure you enjoy your trip. If you want to experience fishing at it's best, you've come to the right guide. Captain Bohac is a USCG licensed guide for 6 years and has been fishing the area since 1977. We welcome families with children and corporate trips are also available. We offer both drift and wade fishing using either live bait or artificial lures.

Value $575

What you furnish:

- Texas fishing license with Saltwater stamp
- Food, and Drinks
- Hat and soft soled shoes
- Cooler to take fish home
- Sun block
- Your own tackle (if desired)
- Appropriate Clothing
Jack Terry was born in West Texas as a fourth generation Texan. He began his art career as a young child drawing inspiration from his rancher grandfather and west Texas painting grandmother. With support and encouragement from his parents, Terry pursued his love of painting and by the age of 16 won more than 130 awards. As a graduate of the University of Texas, he studied anatomy and design while displaying his paintings in various galleries throughout the State. Terry's big break came at 26 when he was named Bicentennial Artist of Texas; he had a one-man show in the Texas Capitol Rotunda and was commissioned to paint the late President Lyndon B. Johnson. Generously donated by the Former Texas Rangers Foundation in Fredricksburg, Tx.

**Captain Hayes and Company 211/400 Nicely Framed Value $300.00**
This light weight over/under won’t break your back or the bank! Weighing in at just 6 lbs, it is a full 2 lbs. lighter than similar steel-framed models, making it one of the lightest in its class. Available in both 26” and 28” models, this gun is ideal for long days in the field. The metal is coated with a non-reflective, weather-resistant matte finish and the stock is sport-styled.

The Upland Ultralight operates with clockwork precision and consistency due to CNC-cut aluminum alloy frame, allowing the inner mechanical parts to work flawlessly. On the exterior the most noticeable differing characteristic is the lack of a mid-rib between the barrels

**CZ Upland UltraLight  Value $769.00**
**Villa Las Colinas** in Acapulco, Mexico
This entitles bearer to five nights and six days at the
**Villa Las Colinas** in Acapulco, Mexico – during the months June 2017 – May 2018.
(Excluding Thanksgiving through January)
Food, beverages, gratuity for the staff and transportation are not included.

**VALID UNTIL:** May 2018

Casa Las Colinas is a five bedroom villa located directly above and across the street from Casa Tres Palabras. The lovely pool, two living areas, tropical trees, palms, flowers, and a running stream lend to the relaxing atmosphere. Located on two levels are five beautifully decorated bedrooms, each with their own entrances. The mastersuite has a king size bed, and the other bedrooms have either a king size or double size beds. A fulltime staff of four - head houseman, houseman/gardener, cook, and cleaning lady are available to take care of your every need.

**VALUE:** $5,600.00
Legacy Estate Planning Package

Generously donated by the Premier Boerne Law Firm – Lovorn and Ogle.
Includes:
- Last Will and Testament
- Statutory Durable Power of Attorney
- Medical Power of Attorney
- Directive to Physicians
- Health Information Patient Protection Act Authorization
- Notarization and Court Filing

VALUE: $2250.00

*Reserve - $500
*Estate Planning package excludes Trust formation.
*Court filing fees and notarization of final documents are included.
Compliments of Stanley Security and Joe Gibbs an autographed football. **Joe Jackson Gibbs** (born November 25, 1940) is a former American football coach, current NASCAR Championship team owner, and former NHRA team owner. He was the 20th and 26th head coach in the history of the Washington Redskins (1981–1992, 2004–2007). Well known for his long hours and work ethic, Gibbs constructed what Steve Sabol has called, "The most diverse dynasty in NFL history", building championship teams with many players who have had mediocre to average careers while playing for other NFL teams. During his first stint in the National Football League, he coached the Redskins for 12 seasons and led them to eight playoff appearances, four NFC Championship titles, and three Super Bowl titles

Value $500.00 +
Hand Crafted Pit Compliments of Bead Runner Mobile and Shop Welding Service of Tye Texas has pledged a donation of a handcrafted firepit to Pulling For Kids 2017! A true artist of the torch, arc, plasma cutter, and forge! Purchase a true masterpiece creation at pulling4kids or visit him on FaceBook at Bead Runner Welding Service.

Value $What is an heirloom worth???
Argentina Dove Hunting Trip for two at Sierra Brava Lodge of North Cordoba – Compliments of Tim McManus and safaritime.com

When considering dove hunting in Argentina, there’s “good”, and then there is Sierra Brava. Sierra Brava is in a world-class league of its own. Located only 1:20 from the Cordoba airport, the lodge is strategically located only 15 minutes from the heart of Argentina’s most desirable hunting region the Macha roost. The 9-bedroom lodge was built in 1874 as a hitching post and boarding house for South American Pony Express riders. The lodge has undergone some incredible restorations and constant renovations. These days Sierra Brava is one of the most unique dove hunting lodges in Cordoba, offering a beautiful balance between authentic old world charm and modern luxury living. All rooms are very spacious with high ceilings and each has its own private bathroom. A beautiful pool and sauna was built since clients spend more time around the lodge and less on van rides. Finally, there is a great fire pit with incredible views of the Cordoba mountains where clients recount the day’s events.

Lodge located only 15 minutes from the largest roost in Cordoba
9 Bedrooms with 2 double beds and a private bathroom in each
Beautiful balance between old and modern
Spacious rooms with high ceilings
Pool ideal for summer afternoons
Fire pit with nicest views of Cordoba mountains

**Multiples available** Value $2000.00 +
INCLUDES
• All ground transportation to/from Cordoba airport and hunting grounds.
• Access to world class dove hunting fields, including professional guides.
• Deluxe double occupancy lodging with private bathrooms.
• All meals and beverages, including selection of the finest Argentine wines, local beer and hard liquor.
• All local taxes and service charges.

Trip Advisor says 5 Stars!!!!
Dynamic Virtual Training Scenario – 2 hour instruction and training session for 10 people
https://www.missionridgerange.com/

Value: $1000

Mission Ridge Range invites you for a two hour virtual dynamic shooting simulator experience for 10 people with a professional trainer. The Simulator offers a way to practice shooting in a safe environment with guns that recoil to look and feel like the real thing. You can challenge your friends to shooting competitions on steel targets, shoot bad guys in the Wild West, get involved in a realistic home invasion scenario, or venture into a make believe African safari with balloon animals. The simulator is adaptable to any level of shooter and their needs, allowing a total customization of the shooters experience.

•$1000 Value
•2 Hour Simulator Time
•Party for 10 Guests
•Value Excludes Food and Beverage
•Food Trucks and Outside Caterers Available

For more information on Mission Ridge Range please visit missionridgerange.com or call (210) 964-3000 | 4923 N Loop 1604 W | San Antonio, TX | 78249
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The Frontier Battalion 5/400 Nicely Framed Value $300.00
The A300 Outlander is the latest evolution of Beretta’s 300-series gas-operated semiauto shotguns, which have sold by the millions to hunters and sportsmen around the world. And there’s a reason for their popularity: unbeatable performance as well as great value out of the box. With its 3” chamber, Mobilchoke barrel and self-cleaning piston, the A300 is there to get the job done with Beretta-style quality and reliability—whether it is upland hunting, waterfowling or at the sporting clays range

**Value: $680.00**
A historic Texas Lone Star with certificate of authenticity!
This particular flag was flown proudly over the Alamo on March 6th, 2017 – the 181st Anniversary of the fall of the Alamo. That famous battle that rallied the Texicans to win their independence from Mexico. Commemorating Pulling4kids 2017 and nicely framed!
Remember the Alamo!

Value: $Mine is Priceless